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ABSTRACT 

In light of recent surveys on gender equality and English proficiency in Sweden, this study examines the 

adjectives and adverbs which describe the women and men in two EFL-textbooks for English 6 in the 

upper secondary school, namely Blueprint: Version 2.0 B and WWE: World Wide English. Textbooks 

are often integral for language learning, and considering that students of Swedish upper secondary school 

are required to take English 6, the exposure of EFL-textbooks are significant. Thus, it becomes relevant 

to analyse how the language of EFL-textbooks depicts women and men. The actions, social roles and 

occupations of the female and male characters are analysed to find any discrepancies in how women and 

men are portrayed and whether these agree with the guidelines of the Swedish National Agency for 

Education. These guidelines require teaching to be carried out with consideration to fundamental 

democratic rights and should strive to promote equality between groups.  

 In addition, the study builds upon previous research within the field of linguistics as well as 

social sciences carried out by Fairclough, Foucault, Lucy, Butler and others which concerns discourse, 

linguistic relativism, gender theory etc. The hypothesis of this study is that there is still a discrepancy in 

how women and men are depicted in EFL-textbooks. By employing a mixed method approach which 

includes quantitative data and statistics and qualitative discourse analysis which highlights indications of 

unequal description of gender, it can be concluded that women and men are described differently, and 

often in terms of dichotomies, with adjectives, adverbs and the social roles that they are assigned. These 

descriptions may consequently result in that students that use these textbooks as part of their learning 

process may adopt these values. Thus, some descriptions violates the goals and guidelines for gender 

equality, prescribed by the Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket). 

 

Keywords: EFL, textbooks, upper secondary school, teaching, education, women and men, gender, mixed 

method approach, discourse, linguistic relativism, WWE: World Wide English, Blueprint
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I.0 INTRODUCTION 

In many surveys on gender equality, Sweden ranks as one of the top countries in the European Union and 

the world in terms of equal opportunities and access to education and work (EIGE, 2015 and World 

Economic Forum, 2015). In addition, it is a well-known fact that English proficiency is significant in 

Sweden and other Scandinavian countries. As early as 1992, Philipson (cited in Sharp, 2007:224) 

suggested that English should now “be considered a second language rather than a foreign language” in 

Scandinavia. According to a recent survey conducted by Education First (EF), Sweden, Norway and 

Denmark all rank within the top five countries of the EFSET test which is a test that measures English 

proficiency (EF Education First, 2015). Among Scandinavian students the level of proficiency in English 

is remarkable. To reach that high a level of proficiency, it can be assumed that teaching materials such as 

textbooks play a role which is not entirely insignificant. Since most teachers use textbooks to some extent, 

and English is a so called ‘foundation subject’ in Sweden, i.e. a subject 16 to 18-year-olds are required to 

study in order to graduate, it stands to reason that textbooks in English have a large exposure.  

 The Swedish upper secondary school is governed and affected by educational, political and 

social ideologies. This is perhaps most evident within the “Curriculum for the Upper Secondary School” 

published by The Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket) under the section “Norms and 

Values” which states that: 

 

“…the education should be carried out in accordance with fundamental democratic rights and human 

rights, covering the inviolability of people, the freedom and integrity of the individual, the equal value of 

all people, gender equality and solidarity between people.” (Skolverket, 2013:10) 

 

This education-governing document thus prescribes ideologies concerning gender equality, for example, 

which should be reflected in all education within the many different subjects of the upper secondary 

school. Furthermore, the course syllabus for English 6 gives the directives that students should develop 

strategies for source-critical approaches to various types of communication and media, and learn how 

language is used to express “influence in such areas as political debate and advertising” (Skolverket, 

2011:7). For this purpose the language of political texts, news journals and advertisements is commonly 

used as material for language analysis. 

 However, the language of textbooks tends to be overlooked by teachers and students alike. 

When taking into account gender equality in the curriculum for Swedish upper secondary school, it 

becomes relevant to analyse textbooks to ascertain that they meet the desired norms of the curriculum as 

regards gender equality. Several scholars have pointed out that all language production is ideological (see 
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Chapter 2). The fact that ideology is embedded in language and contributes to how the world is perceived 

makes the role of textbooks significant as they can contribute to reproducing stereotypical images of how 

women are, or indeed should be. 

 

1.1 Aim 

Since the early 1990s, teaching materials are no longer reviewed by the Swedish National Agency for 

Education (SNAE). Instead, the responsibility has been shifted to teachers who must make sure that 

textbooks and other teaching materials fulfil the requirements and promote the required values, norms and 

ideologies. If left unchecked, textbooks may unintentionally employ stereotypical representations of 

people. Such representations can increase the so-called affective filter of pupils who do not fit in 

stereotypical gender constructions, and may consequently feel excluded. According to Krashen (1982), 

the affective filter functions as a mental block which inhibits second language acquisition. It is affected 

by learner motivation, self-confidence and anxiety. Representations that students cannot relate to may 

affect their motivation as well as self-confidence and consequently hamper their learning process. In order 

to fulfil the curriculum requirements text materials need to be inclusive, i.e. they should involve texts that 

all students can relate to regarding sex, gender, ethnicity or other aspects of identity.  

 The primary aim of this essay is to find out how gender-equal two of the most recent editions 

of Swedish English as a foreign language (EFL) textbooks for English 6 are which is the second course 

in English at the upper secondary school. The following research questions are integral parts of the 

primary aim:  

 

1. How are women and men portrayed in the different texts, i.e. what type of adjectives and adverbs 

are used to describe the two genders? Are there any differences and/or similarities in how women 

and men are described? 

 

2. What social roles and/or occupations do women and men have in the EFL-textbooks? 

 

3. Do the descriptions of the two genders meet the guidelines and goals in the “Curriculum for Upper 

Secondary School? 

 

The secondary aim is to attempt to draw some conclusions on whether the textbooks meet the SNAE’s 

guidelines.  
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 Previous studies conducted on EFL-textbooks (e.g. Mustedaganic, 2010) have concluded 

that improvements have been made towards more gender-equal representations and descriptions of 

women and men ever since studies on the area emerged in the middle of the 20th century (see Chapter 2). 

For example, these studies concluded that women have become more visible in learning materials and 

that women and men are represented less stereotypically. However, the hypothesis of this study is that 

there is still a discrepancy in how women and men are depicted in EFL-textbooks. 

2.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 The importance of textbooks and the hidden curriculum 

In a review of research on depictions of gender in textbooks, Mustapha (2013) claims that textbooks are 

often considered authoritative by learners, and thus have the potential to significantly influence students. 

A multitude of studies exist on the subject of gender in textbooks. According to Mustapha (2013:456-

457), this research can be divided into three phases. Initial studies made between the 1960’s and 1980’s 

were prompted by the notion that language is a social practise, and these studies were supported by textual 

evidence that concluded that texts were biased, often in favour of men. These studies concluded that 

textbooks depicted masculine and feminine identities in stereotypical ways.  For instance, there were 

discrepancies in how these books portrayed the status of women and men in relation to occupations and 

social life.  
 

 After the turn of the millennium, gender research on textbooks entered the so-called second 

phase. It was found that improvements had been made in gender representation in EFL textbooks, in 

particular in the Nordic countries (Mustapha, 2013:458). Mustapha (2013:458) raises a question regarding 

gender equality in textbooks. He asks whether textbooks should have a descriptive or prescriptive 

approach to language and gender representations. That is to say, if textbooks should reflect society as it is 

or as it ought to be. 

 Sunderland (2000 cited in Mustapha 2013:458) suggests that a gender-biased text may not 

matter as much as previously assumed, as such texts may be rescued from reinforcing traditional gender 

roles if they receive a competent treatment by teachers. Even gender-stereotypical texts may thus be used 

as a pedagogical tool. Such suggestions have resulted in further research regarding the treatment textbooks 

receive from teachers. There have been findings that indicate that texts are treated differently based on 

the teacher’s didactical approach to language and education, but according to Sunderland (2000 cited in 

Mustapha 2013:458) this area requires further attention from scholars, as little research has been carried 

out within this subject.  
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 Furthermore, Makundan & Nimehchisalem (2008 cited in Mustapha 2013:455) discuss the 

influence that textbooks have on language learners. They claim that textbooks “…exert influence on the 

learner in terms of the quality of education they receive, their understanding of social equality and national 

unity.” In other words, textbooks have a significant role in socialising learners into various norms and 

values. This socialisation may reinforce dominant values regarding class, ethnicity, sex or other aspects 

of the students’ identities. In this capacity the socialisation can be considered an implicit assertion of 

power. Strömquist et al. (1998:398 cited in Mustapha 2013:456) refers to this implicit assertion of power 

made by textbooks as ‘the hidden curriculum’. It is described as ‘hidden’ as the influence that textbooks, 

other materials and teachers indirectly have on learners is subtle and not expressed overtly. In addition, it 

is claimed that working with textbooks is one method of rewriting the hidden curriculum and thus 

eliminating sexism as well other undesired values within language. Finally, it is argued that a language 

free of sexism facilitates learning ‘on equal terms’ (Mills 1995:95 cited in Mustapha 2013:456).  

 

2.2 Gendered language and EFL-textbooks 

In 2010 Mustedaganic investigated whether women and men were portrayed stereotypically or unequally 

in two different EFL-textbooks for Swedish upper secondary school. Two different Swedish EFL-

textbooks for upper secondary school from 1985 (Team 8) and 2000 (Wings 8) were analysed. These were 

written according to the requirements of the former curriculum for upper secondary school (LPO94) which 

is no longer in use today. However, by applying critical discourse analysis largely inspired by Fairclough 

(2003), the author concludes that Wings 8 is more gender equal and consists of fewer stereotypical gender 

representations.  

 Mustedaganic uses gender theory which makes a distinction between sex and gender. The 

core idea in gender theory is that ‘sex’ refers to the biological sex one is born with whereas ‘gender’ is 

defined as an ideological social construction which shapes us into women and men. Furthermore, ‘gender’ 

is relevant in language as well, as it is embedded in for instance, grammatical gender (he/she) and 

morphemes. The author argues that proof of gender inequality in language can be found in generic 

pronouns and suffixes. For example, the masculine grammatical gender is often used as a generic pronoun 

which may cause women to feel excluded. A sentence such as ‘When the author has completed his 

manuscript, he can send it to the publishers.” where the sex is unknown can highlight such a bias. 

(Mustedanagic, 2010:10-11). Furthermore, Mustedanagic concluded that gender representation has 

become more equal in the textbooks that were analysed in their study and in addition, also investigates 

occupation-related suffixes which are gender-stereotypical such as those in “waitress”, “hostess”,  

“policeman” and “chairman”. 
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 Renner (1997 cited in Mustedanagic 2010) has carried out an adjective study of how gender 

bias can appear in EFL-textbooks. It was found that women and men are described differently with 

adjectives. The most frequent adjectives for men were ‘rich’, ‘poor’, ‘brave’, ‘short’, ‘handsome’, ‘lazy’, 

‘famous’ and ‘afraid’ while women were described as ‘strong’, ‘tall’, ‘young’, ‘old’, ‘fat’, ‘beautiful’ and 

‘pretty’ (Renner, 1997 cited in Mustedanagic 2010:14).  
 

 In addition, Linguistic prescriptivism, is the set of rules of how languages ought to be used 

in terms of grammatical and syntactical structure. Mustedaganic (2010:20) argues that striving for social 

and political correctness in language ultimately influences societies as “…by removing gendered 

language, we create a less sexist language…” (Mustededaganic, 2010:20).  

 Whitehead (1997) and Ravtich (2004) opposes the idea of Mustedanagic’s politically correct 

approach to language. According to Whitehead (1997) political correctness in language is not desired as 

it may censor language users. Furthermore, ‘inclusive language’, or politically correct language, is not 

natural in English and thus may reduce language communication (Whitehead, 1997 cited in Mustedanagic 

2010:21). Ravtich (2004), on the other hand, criticises American curricula where different canonical 

literature was removed due to them being deemed inappropriate for educational purposes. Ravtich argues 

that such censorship does not promote equality, but rather demotes individual freedom and free thinking. 

Furthermore, he rejects the notion of linguistic determinism, i.e. that thought is influenced by language, 

by stating that ‘[t]he language police believe that reality follows language usage. An abhorrent thought to 

those who believe in freedom of speech.” (Ravtich cited in Mustedanagic 2010:22).  

 

2.3 The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, linguistic determinism and linguistic relativism 

According to the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, “…the particular language that we speak influences the way 

we think about reality.” (Lucy, 1997:291). In other words, language is significant for how we interpret 

reality, and this interpretation can be different depending on the spoken or written language. Furthermore, 

Lucy (1997) divides the potential influence of language on thought into three levels. Firstly, the semiotic 

level seeks to examine how speaking a language at all influences thought, in contrast to other species 

without spoken languages. Secondly, the structural level of the linguistic relativity perspective aims to 

describe how speaking a specific language may influence thinking. For example languages without a 

grammatical gender such as Finnish and Japanese may influence thinking on gender differently than 

grammatically gendered languages. According to Lucy (1997:292), the structural level is primarily 

concerned with how different morphosyntactic structures may affect thinking. Thirdly and lastly, the 

discursive, or functional, level highlights how different discursive practises and language use may 
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influence thoughts. For instance, a speaker may be socialised into a certain language use and may 

consequently make interpretations that correlate with such a schooling.  

 In addition to the three levels mentioned above, the linguistic relativity hypothesis includes 

what Lucy (1997) refers to as key elements that argue that certain properties and patterns in language have 

an impact on how we think about reality. For instance, “[l]anguage embodies an interpretation of reality 

and language can influence thought about that reality” (Lucy, 1997:294). The question of to what extent 

does language influence thought has previously been widely discussed by scholars. Linguistic 

determinists argues that language governs the way speakers see the world. On the other hand, linguistic 

relativity claims that different interpretations of the reality between languages are proof of how languages 

may influence thought (Lucy, 1997:295). 

 To conclude, the basis of the Sapir-Whorf/linguistic relativity hypothesis is that language 

has an influence on how the reality is interpreted. While the degree of this influence has been widely 

discussed by many scholars, it will not be examined in this essay. However, it is relevant to consider the 

impact language may have on language learners who are subjected to the language of EFL-textbooks. 

 

2.4 Language, Society and Discourse 

Fairclough (1989, 2015 etc), who has been inspired by French structuralists and post-structuralists, 

Saussure and Foucault respectively, considers discourse to be a social practise, i.e. that there is a dialectal 

relationship between language and society. This means that language cannot be considered an isolated 

phenomenon, but is rather governed by different beliefs and values. In one of his seminal works, Foucault 

(1990) studied historical discourses concerning sex and sexuality. He described language as a tool to 

impose, for example, Victorian values on the members of that society. Fairclough has since expanded the 

work of Foucault, and he considers language not only to be subjected to societal values and ideologies, 

but also that language reproduces and reinforces them, something which again highlights the dialectal 

relationship between language and societies. According to Fairclough (2015) authors or speakers are not 

only producers of language; they are products of language and the many discourses which influence 

language users, such as for instance, students of English. 
  

 The concept of discourse has been applied within many different fields such as post-colonial 

research and gender studies which have highlighted how the “other” is created and marginalised in 

language and other modes (see Hall, 1997 and Sunderland, 2004). Sunderland (2004:6-7) considers 

discourses ways of seeing or speaking about the world. For instance, the earth was for a long time 

considered flat whereas many societies today acknowledge that it is, in fact, round. These two views 

represent different discourses regarding how the earth was described in two different contexts. Moreover, 
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discourses may be accepted as ‘common sense’ assertions or ideologies (Gramsci in Fairclough 

2015:107). 
 

 To conclude, the theories of Foucault and Fairclough have had considerable impact on many 

different academic fields, such as post-colonial studies and gender studies. Furthermore, Fairclough’s 

definition of discourse enables scholars and students to pay further attention to language, which goes 

beyond the surface level to analyse the various ideologies embedded in language.  

 

2.5 Critical Discourse Analysis 

Different theoretical frameworks and methods for analysing discourse have been formulated. One of these 

is critical discourse analysis (CDA). According to Fairclough & Wodak (in van Dijk, 1997) this approach 

has been influenced by the critical theory of the Frankfurt School whose primary aim was to study and 

critique society in order to change it. The focal point of CDA is to study the undesired ideological effects 

that language and discourses may have, and to change undesired language use. For instance, CDA may 

be applied to the analysis of texts or other language production, and it shows how language may impose 

or reproduce certain power structures as part of for example a racist or sexist discourse.  

 CDA can thus be considered an extension of the previous work of Fairclough, where the aim 

was to highlight any unequal representations of groups within language. In other words, scholars of CDA, 

or CDS (critical discourse studies) are, according to Van Dijk (2008), not neutral. Their social, political 

or ideological stance is explicit. Furthermore, rejecting taking such a stance is still an ideological 

positioning. What is important is that, CDA scholars study social issues and inequalities not only because 

they are interesting topics of study, but they do so to contribute to social change in favour of the dominated 

groups. CDA is in other words extensively influenced by critical theorists of the Frankfurt School. One 

of the aim of these scholars was to “…question all aspects of the current system of society…” (Felluga 

2015:xiiv), where language could be considered one of many aspects of current societies.  

 As a consequence of such a political stance-taking, to critique and promote more equality, 

CDA scholars have been the subject of criticism of being biased and unscientific. However, Van Dijk 

(2008) argues that it is nevertheless possible to formally study grammatical phenomena. On the other 

hand, this may contribute to the reproduction of inequalities. For example, conclusions from CDA studies 

on textbooks have shown that they have often contained “…underrepresentation, voicelessness and 

stereotyping.”(van Dijk, 2008:62).  

 Furthermore, Bourdieu claimed that sources that are considered authoritative, trustworthy 

and/or credible generally have their ideologies more accepted by the public as they possess more symbolic 

power (Bourdieu, 1984 in van Dijk 2008). Summing up this section on CDA, it can be argued that the 
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implications for critically analysing textbooks are many. By granting scholars a theoretical framework 

and methods for analysis it becomes possible not only to highlight unequal discourses, but to 

fundamentally change them, which is one of the primary aims of critical discourse analysis. 

 

2.6 Doing gender 

Gender is performative in the sense that it is socio-culturally constructed. Baxter (2011) among others 

(Butler, 1986, West et.al. 1997, Sunderland, 2004) argues that in contrast to biological sex, there is no 

such thing as an innate gender identity. Influenced by Simone de Beauvoir, whose many seminal works 

have inspired many scholars, Butler (1986:35) described gender as the “…cultural interpretation of sex”, 

i.e. masculine and feminine gender identities are constructs. This indicates that there are possibilities for 

diverse interpretations and constructions of gender, which grants individuals some freedom to create their 

own gender identity. However, as Butler remarks, gender identity is not constructed in a vacuum but in 

societal settings that change over time (Butler, 1986:39). The norms what it entails to be a man or a woman 

today differ among societies contemporary and past. Furthermore, Butler describes norms as social 

constraints which may inflict deep wounds on the womanhood and manhood of the women and men who 

fail to comply with these norms. She claims that “[i]f existence is always gendered existence, then to stray 

outside of established gender is in some sense to put one’s very existence in question.” (1986:41).  

 According to Baxter (2011), unlike biological sex, gender is a social construct which is 

repeatedly accomplished in interactions. Thus, gender can be considered as performative acts carried out 

in various socio-cultural contexts to correspond to norms and dominant discourses regarding gender roles. 

Some traditional gender roles and discourses may expect men to be as rational, protective and decisive 

whereas women are expected to be irrational, nurturing and submissive (Tyson, 2014:81). Women and 

men transcending these gender roles may suffer abuse. For example, it is not uncommon to hear a rational 

and decisive woman being described as “bossy” while nurturing or submissive men could be described as 

“queer” in a demeaning way. Baxter’s theoretical approach to gender springs from social constructivism 

and makes a key distinction between biological sex and gender, i.e. male/masculine and female/feminine 

respectively. Consequently, if gender can be considered a social construct it may be redefined as part of 

a dynamic process that includes language (much like CDA discussed in section 2.7). According to Baxter 

(2011:336), language is a medium which not only transmits gender roles, but even constitutes them. 

 

2.7 Language and gender 
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Goddard & Meân (2009) discuss how language contributes to making up gender. They emphasise how 

words can be understood on different levels. For instance, nouns and adjectives alike have denotative 

definitions, i.e. the lexical description of a word which is likely to occur in a dictionary. However, 

nouns, adjectives and other word classes also have connotations or carry multiple semiotic 

interpretations. For example, the adjective ‘bald’ which denotatively refers to ‘having the scalp wholly 

or partly hairless’ often contain negative connotations. Additionally, ‘bachelor’ and ‘spinster’ both refer 

to an unmarried person. However, traditionally, ‘spinster’ has been used in a derogatory way to describe 

single women who have failed to marry, whereas ‘bachelor’ refers to a man who has chosen to remain 

single. (Goddard & Meân, 2009:22). An interesting development in regards to single women is the 

recent emergence of the term ‘bachelorette’ which has more positive connotations.  

 Words may also carry connotations which are associated with a particular gender based on 

traditional stereotypes concerning women and men. For example, adjectives such as ‘graceful’, ‘pretty’ 

and ‘chatty’ have typically been attributed to women whereas ‘handsome’, ‘hunk’ and ‘composed’ often 

are used to describe men (Goddard & Meân, 2009:25). Certainly, such depictions can be questioned if 

gender is a social construction rather than an essential truth. A woman is not born pretty, but rather 

becomes pretty, as part of the discursive construction of gender. 

 

2.8 Gendered discourses 

The social construction of gender is further supported by multiple scholars, who argue that gender is 

achieved in discourse (West et. al. 1997, Sunderland 2004). West builds upon some of the gender theories 

mentioned in section 2.7 that gendered behaviour is not determined by biological sex, but is rather a 

construct of language, which in turn forms gendered discourses. Additionally, it is claimed that these 

discourses do not only reflect pre-existing power relations between women and men, but also contribute 

to the reproduction of them. This cements gender roles further and has previously put women in 

disadvantaged positions (West et. al 1997:120). In support of their thesis, West draws upon studies 

conducted on British adolescent girls’ magazines, tabloids and other texts that show how gender is 

constructed in different media. 

 Sunderland (2004) has expanded on the works of West and other scholars concerning 

gendered discourses. They distinguish what is referred to as three linguistic meanings, (1) discourses in a 

broader and general sense, (2) descriptive discourses and (3) interpretative discourses. Discourses in the 

initial and general sense includes a ‘stretch’ of written or spoken language (Sunderland, 2004:6). 

Analysing a ‘stretch’ of language is similar to analysing an individual sentence or utterance to find 

discursive evidence but generally includes a cluster of text. Descriptive discourses refers to ‘knowledge 
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and practises generally associated with a particular institution or group of institutions’ (Talbot, 1995a:43 

cited in Sunderland, 2004:6). The emphasis in a descriptive discourse thus relates to specific contexts and 

how interactions are carried out in these. For example, in a school setting we may talk about a classroom 

discourse or a backstage discourse, where teachers interact with each other.  

 Sunderland’s third interpretation of discourses is the ‘interpretative discourses’. This 

discourse is similar to that used in critical discourse analysis (see section 2.5) where discourses contain 

and carry ideologies. However, as Sunderland points out, it is important to bear in mind that there are 

multiple discourses existing in various segments of societies. Ideological discourses concerning women 

and men as well as are included in these multiple discourses. The latter example of gendered discourses 

is explained with the claim that ‘any human experience can be gendered’ (Sunderland, 2004:21). It thus 

includes any interaction where there are differences between women and men, such as occupational roles, 

social roles, education or other situations where ‘something to do with gender is going on’ (Sunderland, 

2004:24). Additionally, gendered discourses may occur as ideas or constructs that women and men are 

somehow different in certain contexts, for example, female and male teachers, executives or parents do 

things differently primarily because of their sex are suggestions of sexist and gendered discourses. 

Discourses may typically be identified when human language production and behaviour are considered 

‘socially acceptable’ (Jaworski & Coupland, 1999 cited in Sunderland, 2004:28). Thus an individual 

utterance, which is not accepted within a specific context, may not be considered as part of a larger 

discourse as it is does not relate to other stretches of language. 

 While Sunderland thoroughly discusses gendered discourses on a theoretical level, practical 

advice on how gendered discourses may be ‘spotted’, or identified and consequently intervened on are 

given. For example, discourse structures can be made visible due to systematic occurrences of ideas, 

opinions and concepts in speech acts or texts (Sunderland, 2004:31). Empirical data may be found in many 

different contexts where extensive language production is made which is highlighted in their empirical 

analyses done on various types of data. Various gendered discourses are identified, such as a discourse 

describing the struggle between boys/men and girls/women whiche have been named ‘battle of the sexes’ 

discourses. Similar discourses may be found in a Swedish context, especially in education and occupations 

where women and men are commonly described as competing for grades and jobs. Other examples of 

discourses that Sunderland identified in their empirical studies were ‘poor boys’ discourses and ‘gender 

equality now achieved’ discourses (Sunderland, 2004). In other words, any stretch of language that 

concerns or includes gender aspect may be discursively analysed, for example EFL textbooks. 

 In order to intervene on gendered discourses, Sunderland (2004) argues that various 

strategies and methods can be applied in order to highlight and change gendered discourses. These include 

deconstruction and principled use of discourses that can be considered ‘non-damaging’. Gender neutral 
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examples are, for instance, plural “they” instead of a gendered use of he/she, and avoiding feminine and 

masculine affixes. 

 To summarise, gendered discourses are observable in many various contexts and may be 

descriptive, interpretative and/or ideological. It is possible to ‘spot’ discourses by carefully analysing 

stretches of language that can be perceived as damaging and consequently intervened on through 

deconstruction of the discourse and principle use of non-damaging forms. 

3.0 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

3.1 Material 

As previously mentioned, the primary aim of this study is to find out how women and men are depicted 

in Swedish EFL-textbooks for English 6 (years 16-19). Two randomly selected EFL-textbooks adapted 

for the LP94 and LGY11 curriculums were selected for analysis: 

 Blueprint: version 2.0 B (2008) 

 WWE: World Wide English (2011)  

Both the textbooks contain excerpts from a number of writers. Although the authors of the textbooks have 

not written any of the texts themselves, they had to make decisions regarding which texts should be 

featured. In the selection of text excerpts, the textbook authors were supposed to consider the guidelines 

prescribed by Swedish National Agency for Education.  

 A common feature for textbooks is that they are frequently used as resources for students to 

practise reading comprehension and familiarise themselves with a wide variety of texts. However, the 

contents of the two EFL textbooks are structured quite differently. Blueprint version 2.0 (BP) is divided 

into theme-based chapters which feature different texts relating to specific themes such as love, culture 

and work. The other textbook, WWE: World Wide English (WWE), on the other hand, consists of one 

literary excerpt per chapter by authors such as Achebe, Oates, Henry and Austen. These excerpts are 

sometimes followed by questions for students to answer. 

 The selection of material is important in any research study and various aspects must be 

taken into consideration.  To represent valid research, the study should be replicable by other scholars and 

the results must be representative. The reason for selecting two textbooks is that the number of textbooks 

had to fit the limited time frame of this small study such as this one. However, such a study should be 

complemented in the future to include additional textbooks and may benefit from focusing on other gender 

aspects or survey other discourse ideological elements. 
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3.2 Information about the two textbooks 

In this section, some basic information concerning the material used for this study will be presented. 

Blueprint: version 2.0 B was written and edited by Lundfall et.al. in 2008, when the former curriculum 

for Swedish upper secondary school (LP94) was still in use. It was specifically written to fulfil the needs 

of educators and students of the English 6 course and was peer reviewed by teachers (Olby, Jansson, 

Rosinger among others) prior to being published by Liber. Despite having been published prior to the 

implementation of the current curriculum, Lgy11, it is still used in schools. 

 The WWE: World Wide English series written by Johansson, Tuthill and Hörmander in 

2011. This textbook is published in two editions: one for the social sciences programme, and one edition 

for the natural sciences programme – both university preparatory programmes. However, the two editions 

only differ in that four chapters in each book are dedicated to subjects directly related to each programme. 

The remaining texts are shared by both the editions. In order for the two textbooks to be as similar as 

possible for sake of comparability, only the common chapters of the two versions were selected as data 

for the analysis. 

 

3.3 Method 

3.3.1 A mixed method approach to research 

A mixed method approach can be applied on data to draw adequate conclusions as a combination of 

observable facts (i.e. quantitative data) and a qualitative, constructionist approach to knowledge is taken 

to provide valid data and analysis. As Gheitasi & Lindgren explain (2012), by employing such an 

approach, a researcher may triangulate data which can provide more accuracy in the analysis. 

Furthermore, the different variables in the study, adjectives, adverbs and social roles will be subjected to 

qualitative analysis which aims to highlight, interpret and describe any discrepancies and/or similarities 

in how women and men are linguistically described in the two EFL-textbooks. Subsequently, patterns 

found in the qualitative analysis will be quantified in order to get an overview of tendencies and 

frequencies concerning how women and men are described. However, a brief introduction to quantitative 

and qualitative research will be given in order to fully understand the usability of mixed method research. 

 Quantitative studies are influenced by a positivist view of research, i.e. that knowledge ought 

to be based on observable facts (Gheitasi & Lindgren, 2012:21). Such data collection may include 

quantifiable data concerning age, gender and additional data which can be quantified, such as adjectives, 

adverbs and social roles which is relevant for this study. Furthermore, one of the strengths of quantitative 

research is that it can give an extensive understanding of the issue as extensive data is collected for 
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analysis. Thus, observable tendencies in questionnaires, corpora, textbooks or whichever data source is 

used for research can be found and analysed further to draw conclusions. 

 In contrast to the belief that knowledge is found in observable facts, a qualitative approach 

assumes that knowledge is constructed (Gheitasi & Lindgren, 2012:21). As a consequence, qualitative 

analysis emphasises description and interpretation of data in order to draw conclusions. However, Gheitasi 

& Lindgren (2012:21) points out that qualitative method has been the subject to criticism as it is up to the 

researcher to deconstruct the data for their analysis, and thus, the description and interpretation needs to 

be done carefully to counter bias. 

 According to Greene, Caracelli & Graham (1989, cited in Gheitasi & Lindgren 2012:23) 

there are five primary implications for conducting mixed method research: 

 

 Triangulation between qualitative and quantitative method increases validity as the same 

phenomena may be investigated from two different perspectives. 

 Complementarity further strengthens the analysis as different research data is revealed and may 

complement each other to provide a more extensive understanding of the issue. 

 Development of data enables the researcher to apply a different method of data collected using one 

of the two research paradigms. For instance, quantitative data can be supplemented by qualitative 

analysis. 

 Initiation of a different approach may arise after inconsistent data is found which may include 

paradoxes and/or contradictions. In other words, contradictions found in for example a qualitative 

approach can be complemented with quantified data to provide a broader perspective of the issue. 

 Expansion of the scope of the research may be required as quantitative and qualitative methods 

can explain phenomena differently. 

Thus, the implications for implementing a mixed method approach to gender representation in classrooms 

(and indeed EFL textbooks) are many and may provide the study with reliable data to “improve teaching 

and learning of languages in the classroom” which Gheitasi & Lindgren consider to be “the ultimate goal 

for researchers in the field of language teaching and learning” (2012:28).  

3.3.2 Discourse analysis as method for analysis 

As previously mentioned in this chapter, this study comprises a mixed method approach which includes 

both quantitative and qualitative aspects. This section aims to pay further attention to describing the 

qualitative approach of discourse analysis used in this study in order to pay further details on how gender 

is constructed with adjectives and adverbs EFL-textbooks. In discourse analysis, the term ‘discourse’ 
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includes several different definitions and interpretations as seen in Chapter 2. However, for this study, a 

social constructionist perspective on discourses has been applied. Jørgensen and Phillips (2002:1) define 

discourses as “…a particular way of talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect of the 

world)”.  

 A social constructionist approach to discourse analysis emphasises that our language use is 

not a reflection of reality, but rather contributes to the construction of identities and social roles (Winther 

Jørgensen and Phillips 2002:1). This assumption is the basis of this study where language is considered 

to be a tool to construct and reproduce ideologies, as the language produced in literature, conversations 

and other context may influence the way the world is seen. In addition, the supposition of this study is 

that gender is performative, i.e. something which is done in social interactions.  

 Furthermore, Winther Jørgensen and Phillips (2002:6) includes four premises for a social 

constructivist discourse analysis that have been adopted for the qualitative analysis in this study: 

 

 Our knowledge of the world should not be treated as an objective truth 

 The social world is constructed and not determined by external conditions 

 Our interpretations of the world are created in social processes 

 A particular worldview influences social actions taken 

In other words, an anti-essentialist approach will be taken which considers gender to be a social construct 

which makes the distinction between biological sex and gender. More specifically, this implies that for 

the qualitative analysis the social roles, adjectives and adverbs used to describe women and men and their 

actions will be described, as they can contribute to constructing gender in the EFL-textbooks. Any number 

of adjectives and adverbs could be used to describe gender but may, in fact, be governed by discourses 

concerning gender and consequently results in a reproduction of traditional or stereotypical depictions. 

 Furthermore, discourse analysis is commonly applied to highlight how dichotomies in 

language is constructed where discrepancies in power and representation may be found. For example, 

such relation is highlighted in Said’s seminal work Orientalism (1978) which makes visible dichotomies 

regarding the West and ‘the other’. However, a similar analytical approach can be applied when 

comparing how women and men are described in EFL-textbooks. 

3.4 Procedure 

This study is a quantitative and a qualitative study. A mixed method approach will be applied to collect 

data and analyse the two EFL-textbooks that have been selected as material for this study. The mixed 

method is common when combining a quantitative approach focussing on collection and analysis of 
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extensive data that includes counting the individual instances and working out percentages etc. with a 

qualitative one which lends the researcher tools to pay further attention to the semiotics of any particular 

language use. It enables the researcher to combine the strengths of the two research paradigms while 

compensating for their weaknesses (Gheitasi & Lindgren, 2012).  

 In order to obtain comparable data between the different materials, the same number of texts 

(15) with the same number of words (350) were selected from the two textbooks. The first fifteen texts, 

or text excerpts were selected. Since both books have numbered lines and contain approximately 10 words 

per line, it was possible to obtain a comparable quantity of data. The first 35 lines (350 words) in each of 

the 15 first texts and excerpts were compiled in a corpus to be investigated in this study. Although 

textbooks used in the Swedish upper secondary school are no longer reviewed by the Swedish National 

Agency for Education, textbooks are commonly peer reviewed by other teachers to ensure that the 

textbooks meet the guidelines of the SNAE. Considering this, it is likely that textbooks have a more 

balanced treatment of gender than many other text materials. Consequently, no comparative data on other 

genres or general corpus has been considered. Instead, this study primarily refer to previous research done 

within the field as indicated in section 2.0. 

 In the first phase of this study, data concerning how women and men are described with 

adjectives, adverbs and which social roles they were assigned were analysed and collected. More 

specifically, descriptive adjectives concerning the appearance, personality and emotional state of the 

female and male characters were collected for the analysis. Thus for example, adjectives that described 

inanimate things were disregarded. Furthermore, a similar distinction for adverbs had to be made. Adverbs 

can be employed to describe a number of various verbs, adjectives, adverbs etc. However, for this study, 

adverbs used to describe for the study relevant adjectives, as mentioned earlier. Additionally, the actions 

made by these women and men as were collected. Adjectives, adverbs and social roles were first identified 

and marked with a highlighter and then fed into a table. Each instance of adjectives, adverbs and social 

roles was entered into a table with a short ID-tag indicating which textbook, text and line the word came 

from e.g. the Blueprint textbook, text 3 and line 9 is abbreviated BP 3:9. The ID-tag makes it possible to 

check, for instance, contextual information which was not in the table. The columns, ‘ID-tag’, ‘Sex’, 

‘Social role’, ‘Adjectives’, ‘Adverbs’ used at the initial stage of the compilation phase are presented in 

Table 1 below (all adjectives, adverbs and social roles compiled are presented in Appendix 1.)  
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Table 1: Sample table of first phase analysis 

 

ID-tag Sex Social role Adjectives Adverbs 

WWE 7:22 F Young girl - dreamily 

WWE 3:8 M 
Police 

officer 
- - 

BP 5:7-8 M 
Privileged 

child 

Friendly, 

intelligent 
- 

 

In the second phase, the number of types were calculated. That is, the number of unique types of adjectives 

and adverbs the excerpts contained were identified and calculated.  

 

Table 2: Sample table of second phase analysis 

  

Sex Types of Adjectives Types of Adverbs 

F 107 Types (38%) 34 Types (36%) 

M 172 Types (62%) 58 Types (64%) 

 

In order to work out percentages concerning how many adjective and adverbs were used to describe 

women and men, the total number of adjectives and adverbs per text was counted. 

 In the third phase of the analysis, a qualitative analysis which aimed to make comparisons 

and categorisations between the adjectives, adverbs and social roles was made to highlight similarities 

and differences in how women and men were described. In addition, any descriptions that reoccurred for 

either of the two sexes will be further analysed and described for one to see which connotations adjectives, 

adverbs and social roles may have.  

4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter aims to present and analyse the findings concerning the adjectival and adverbial gender 

construction in the two EFL-textbooks used as data in this study. Initially, the distribution of female and 

male characters will be presented prior to further scrutinizing the adjectives and adverbs used in the 

descriptions of women and men. Finally, the social roles of the various female and male characters in the 

text excerpts will be analysed as they may contribute to the social construction of gender. 
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4.1 Distribution of characters 

In this section, the distribution of female and male characters will be presented as it is provides an 

indication of to what extent women and men are represented in the text (see “Figure 1”). 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of female and male characters 

 

 

As “Figure 1” indicates, the text excerpts analysed in WWE contain 31 male characters which is 12 (24%) 

more male characters than the 19 female characters. In BP however, 27 female characters (6% more) are 

featured in the various text excerpts in comparison to the 24 men and altogether when combined, the texts 

excerpts analysed in both EFL-textbooks contain 46 female (46%) and 55 male characters (54%). Thus, 

although WWE is a more recent publication than BP, it has a lesser number of female characters. This 

indicates that even if an EFL-textbook is adopted to the most recent Swedish curriculum (LGY11), it does 

not necessarily result in a numerical equal representation of women and men. However, what these 

statistics do not show is the extent to which the female and male characters are represented, and will thus 

consequently be complemented. Still, it is an indication that women are featured in fewer text excerpts in 

some cases, depending on which textbook is used in the EFL-classroom. 

 On the other hand, female and male characters do not automatically have to be traditionally 

feminine or masculine. If gender is considered a social construction, female and male characters may be 

constructed in a number of ways depending on for instance, the adjectives and adverbs used to describe 

them. Consequently, even if there are unequal representations of sexes, there may very well be equal 

representations in terms of gender which will be presented in the next section.  

Women
38%

Men
62%

DISTRIBUTION OF 
FEMALE AND MALE 

CHARACTERS IN WWE

Women

Men

Women
53%

Men
47%

DISTRIBUTION OF 
FEMALE AND MALE 
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Women

Men
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4.2 Adjectives and adverbs used to describe women and men 

Initially, the adjectives and adverbs used to describe women and men in the two EFL-textbooks will be 

presented prior to being further analysed. The first table “Table 3” features the number as well as 

percentages of unique adjectives and adverbs (types) used to describe the female and male characters. 

 

Table 3. Types of adjectives and adverbs 

 

Sex Types of Adjectives Types of Adverbs 

F 107 Types (38%) 34 Types (36%) 

M 172 Types (62%) 58 Types (64%) 

 

“Table 3” highlights data regarding the adjectives and adverbs used in the EFL-textbooks to describe 

female and male characters based on a quantitative and qualitative analysis. As is shown, male characters 

are described with more adjectives and adverbs. This indicates that although the text excerpts feature an 

approximately equal amount of male and female characters, male characters seem to be described with 

greater detail than female characters. In the next section, the unique types of adjectives and adverbs used 

to describe the female and male characters in WWE and BP have been listed and will be used for analysis. 

 

4.2.1 Discrepancies and similarities of adjectives and adverbs 

This section aims to present further data concerning adjectives and adverbs. Furthermore, similarities and 

discrepancies in how the two sexes are adjectivally and adverbially described will be made visible and 

analysed based on emerging patterns that can be categorised. These categories will be further presented 

and analysed. The second table “Table 4”, includes all the types of adjectives used to describe the different 

female and male characters in the two EFL-textbooks. All unique types of adjectives and adverbs 

respectively can be found. Contextual information and all instances (tokens) of adjectives and adverbs 

may be found in “Appendix 1” (see Chapter 3). 
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Table 4. Adjectives and adverbs 

Sex Adjectives Adverbs 

F 

African, all right, alone, angry, awake, awkward, 

barefaced, beautiful, beloved, black-and-white, pony-skin, 

black, brave, cast-off, caught-deep, cosmopolitan, curved, 

dead, devastated, disconcerted, disposed, distant, distorted, 

red-eyed, elegant, entire, fallen, favourable, favourite, 

feasible, fed up, flighty, futile, drab, fortunate, forty-

something, genetic, philosophic, gone, good, gorgeous, 

green, half-naked, happy, proper, hard, fixed, chitinous, 

little, hesitant, hopeful, hot, ingenious, initial, terrific, 

Japanese, cruel, juvenile, loud, lovely, long, dirty, 

straighter, lucky, red, major, muted, perfect, unreal, poor, 

proud, quiet, imaginative, rich, posh, runaway, slight, 

small, smaller, heavy, slow, smug, soft, straight, stupid, 

sufficient, sure, supple, surprised, upcoming, swollen, 

tangled, tart, hoarse, tender, thick, thirty-one-year old, 

unknowing, unconscious, unsettling, vengeful, virgin, 

wrong, young 

briskly, carefully, closely, consciously, 

continuously, deliberately, dreamily, 

embarrassingly, equally well, flatly, full 

well, half-way, immediately, in silence, 

intently, kindly, literally, long, nervously, 

oddly, partly, perfectly, purposefully, 

regretfully, remotely, roughly, shyly, 

simply, still, suddenly, well 

M 

accurate, aged 19, agreeable, alive, all right, amazing, 

asleep, athletic, awake, bad, bashful, better, big, black, 

blissful deep, borderline, busy, careful, ceramic, certain, 

cheaper, chilly, clean, compact, controversial, corporate, 47 

year old, coughing, crooked, daring, deep, deepest, 

delighted, delightful, desperate, detailed, dizzy, divorced, 

divorced-by-cruel-wife, dopey, dowellike, drunk, dusty, 

elated, electric, emotional, engaged, enlightened, equal, 

European, excited, explosive, familiar, famous, fanatic, fat, 

fine, fixed, fond, fond of dancing, foreign, fresh, friendly, 

full of himself, genuine, good, great, greatest, half-closed, 

handsome, hard, heavy, hideous, higher, hot, impassive, 

impossible, impressive, incomprehensible, insecure,  

intelligent, irresolute, isolated, large, little, lonely, low-cut, 

lower, mild-mannered, miserable, narrow, nice, nothing, 

notorious, obliged, old, old wort[h]less, one-armed, 

painful, paranoid, patriarchal, peculiar, physical, 

pioneering, poor, pre-occupied, proud, renowned, rich, 

ridiculous, right, sad, satisfactory, self-same, shaken, 

shaven, shaved-headed, sharp, shining, short, sick, silent, 

simple, slick, small, smooth, straight, snooty, sorry, soulful, 

sound, sparkling, special, stern, strange, sunken, super-

dooper, sure, sweaty, tentative, thin, tired, top-notch, ugly, 

unable, unfair, unmanning, unsmiling, unusual, valuable, 

veteran, vintage, violent, withered, well-groomed, 

Western, white, wine-coloured, worried, worst, wrong, 

young 

apparently, approximately, badly, barely, 

better, bluntly, brightly, busy, carefully, 

completely, consequently, continuously, 

definitely, easily, embarrassingly,  

enthusiastically, especially, extremely, 

far, flat, frequently, gently, heavily, 

highly, in fact, lavishly, little, lively, low, 

madly, mentally,  momentarily, nearly, 

neatly, needlessly, never, nicely, 

occasionally, quick[ly], really, remotely, 

seriously, severally, slowly, smartly, 

softly, solemnly, sound, still, stupidly, 

suddenly, sure, terribly, thoroughly, 

universally, vigorously, wonderfully 
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As “Table 4” indicates, there are several similarities and differences in how female and male characters 

are adjectivally and adverbially described. These will be categorised into different categories: Physical 

appearance, personality traits, emotional state and actions. 

 The appearance of the female characters and their clothes in the EFL-textbooks are described 

as ‘beautiful’, ‘beloved’, ‘black-and-white’, ‘pony-skin’, ‘black’, ‘cast-off’, ‘distorted’, ‘red-eyed’, 

‘elegant’, ‘drab’, ‘fallen’, ‘gorgeous’, ‘green’, ‘half-naked’, ‘heavy’, ‘lovely’, ‘muted’, ‘red’, ‘perfect’, 

‘tender’ and ‘unreal’. In contrast, the male characters are described as ‘athletic’, ‘big’, black’, ‘corporate’, 

‘crooked’, ‘dopey’, ‘fat’, ‘handsome’, ‘hideous’, ‘one-armed’, ‘shaven’, ‘shaved-headed’, ‘shining’, 

‘slick’, ‘soulful’, ‘thin’, ‘ugly’, ‘well-groomed’, ‘wine-coloured’. The appearance of the female characters 

in the two textbooks are more commonly described with adjectives having positive connotations, such as 

‘beautiful’, ‘elegant’, ‘gorgeous’, ‘perfect’ and ‘unreal’. In the various text excerpts, it was found that 

‘drab’, ‘distorted’, ‘half-naked’ and ‘heavy’ describes the physical looks of a woman in a negative manner. 

However, in its context, ‘drab’ is expressed as something which the main character does not want to 

appear as. In addition, “even when distorted by anger”, the girl in the story is described as ‘lovely’ (Doyle 

cited in Johansson, Tuthill & Hörmander 2012:94). 

 On the other hand, male characters are seldom described with adjectives that may be 

interpreted as positive. Only ‘athletic’, ‘handsome’ and ‘well-groomed’ may be considered positive as the 

other adjectives that aim to describe their appearance are interpreted negatively, in the context that they 

are used. In other words, the physical aspect of gender in the texts is constructed so that women’s 

appearance to a greater extent is positive and emphasises beauty, elegance and gorgeousness. Men’s 

appearance, on the other hand, is more often negatively depicted as ‘corporate’, ‘hideous’, ‘withered’, 

‘shaved-headed’, ‘slick’ and ‘ugly’ are used to describe the male characters in the textbooks. This 

highlights dichotomies in how gender is socially constructed in the two EFL-textbooks, where women 

and men are depicted differently. 

 Furthermore, several discourses can be spotted which depict women and men 

stereotypically, i.e. in a traditional manner. For example, there are samples of dichotomies in a ‘beautiful 

woman/handsome man’ discourse as shown in the above. The lexical definition of both ‘beautiful’ and 

‘handsome’ are ‘a physically attractive person’ (Cambridge University Press, 2015) but are often used to 

describe the respective sexes. In addition, other discourses regarding the physical appearance of women 

and men are found. Female characters are described as ‘elegant’ whereas men are attributed ‘athletic’ 

which builds upon the notion that men should be physically strong, while women should be graceful and 

slender. Thus, if taking into account that language has an impact on thought, such representations may 

further reinforce traditional gender roles in how women and men should look, where women are expected 
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to be beautiful and elegant, i.e. traditionally feminine whereas men are expected to be traditionally 

masculine and may consequently affect students who do not fit into such gender roles negatively. 

 Sawka and Barton (2012:183) have previously noted that women in textbooks have 

traditionally been described with negative adjectives. In WWE and BP, the personality traits of the female 

characters are ‘awkward’, ‘barefaced’, ‘brave’, ‘disposed’, ‘flighty’, ‘fortunate’, ‘hesitant’, ‘ingenious’, 

‘cruel’, ‘juvenile’, ‘poor’ (hearing), ‘proud’, ‘quiet’, ‘imaginative’, ‘rich’, ‘posh’, ‘smug’, ‘soft’, ‘stupid’, 

‘supple’, ‘tart’, ‘hoarse’, ‘unknowing’, ‘unconscious’, ‘unsettling’, ‘vengeful’, ‘virgin’, ‘wrong’, ‘young’. 

As can be seen above, some of the adjectives to describe the female characters are  ‘awkward’, ‘barefaced’, 

‘flighty’, ‘hesitant’, ‘cruel’, ‘juvenile’, ‘poor’, ‘proper’, ‘posh’, ‘smug’, ‘stupid’, ‘tart’, ‘unsettling’ and 

‘vengeful’. These are all adjectives which are used to describe female characters negatively which 

confirms that even in modern textbooks, text excerpts that contain adjectives that depict women in a 

negative matter are employed. Furthermore, even when described positively with the adjectives ‘brave’ 

and ‘ingenious’, they are primarily performative. For instance, ‘brave’ is used to describe that “Though 

she’d put a brave face on it, Ashling was devastated…” (Keyes cited in Lundfall et.al. 2008:154). In this 

sentence, ‘brave’ is part of the dependent clause, and instead the emphasis is on that the character ‘was 

devastated’. In similar, the adjective ‘proper’ is used prescriptively to describe what the female character 

is not, but what she should be. Such descriptions may further contribute to skewed expectations on how 

women ought to be. 

 In contrast, male characters are more commonly described with adjectives that have positive 

connotations. For example, the male characters are described as ‘agreeable’, ‘careful’, ‘certain’, ‘daring’, 

‘delightful’, ‘enlightened’, ‘familiar’, ‘famous’, ‘friendly’, ‘genuine’, ‘impressive’, ‘intelligent’, ‘mild-

mannered’, ‘nice’ and ‘renowned’. This highlights that there is indeed a difference in how women and 

men are portrayed in EFL-textbooks. Thus, it can be concluded that there is a discrepancy in how the 

personalities of male and female characters are depicted in the two EFL-textbooks where the personality 

of women are more frequently described negatively than men. Furthermore, discursive tendencies in how 

the personalities of women and men are described can be found which further cements stereotypical 

gender roles such as the unpleasant woman/the gentleman. The ‘unpleasant woman’ is linguistically 

constructed by being described as ‘posh’, ‘smug’, ‘unsettling’ and vengeful’. In the same manner, ‘the 

gentleman’ is discursively constructed in multiple ‘stretches of text’ as male characters are described with 

adjectives such as ‘agreeable’, ‘delightful’, ‘familiar’, ‘friendly’, ‘genuine’, ‘mild-mannered’ and ‘nice’. 

Such dichotomies in how women and men are portrayed further reproduces differences between the two 

genders rather than reducing them, which would allow students to interpret gender more broadly.  

 Previously in this section, discrepancies in how women and men were described have been 

made visible. However, there are also evidence which indicates that there are also similarities in how 
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adjectives are used for women and men. In terms of emotional state, both female characters and male 

characters are described as emotional beings. A similar amount of types of emotive adjectives are used 

and the feelings which are invoked are similar. The emotions that female characters experience are ‘all 

right’, ‘alone’, ‘angry’, ‘disconcerted’, ‘fed up’, ‘happy’, ‘hopeful’ and ‘terrific’. In comparison, ‘all 

right’, ‘amazing’, ‘emotional’, ‘excited’, ‘great’, ‘lonely’, ‘miserable’, ‘painful’, ‘shaken’, ‘tired’ and 

‘worried’ were used to describe the feelings of the male characters. Although male characters are depicted 

with more emotive adjectives, this may be due to them being described with more adjectives in general in 

the textbooks. More notably, both female and male characters are described with having more negative 

than positive emotions (63% and 72% respectively) which could indicate that emotions are more likely to 

be negative than positive. However, it can be concluded that male and female characters alike are 

described as equally emotional, in contrast to previous research (Sawka and Barton, 2012). 

 Adverbs are primarily used to describe verbs, adjectives and adverbs. In this paragraph the 

description of actions made by the female and male characters in WWE and BP will be presented and 

analysed. Any action may be described in a various amount of ways which may consequently invoke 

different images. Most notably, the female characters are depicted as being orderly by having their actions 

described as being ‘closely’, ‘consciously’, ‘deliberately’, ‘intently’ and ‘purposefully’ performed. As 

opposed to this, male characters actions are sometimes adverbially constructed as being performed 

‘bluntly’, ‘lively’, ‘quick[ly]’, ‘enthusiastically’ and ‘vigorously’. Even if the actions of one male 

character is portrayed as ‘carefully’ and ‘gently’ carried out, this is to depict his peculiarity and greed. As 

such, there is a dichotomy in how some adverbs are used to describe the actions of female and male 

characters. Women in the various texts are more commonly described as being orderly as opposed to the 

men who are notably ‘blunt’ and carrying out actions energetically. Traditionally, women are more often 

than men expected to be more delicate and submissive in their action, in contrast to men who are often 

considered to be decisive and reckless (see chapter 2.6). In other words, such depictions can be considered 

to be part of what could be defined as a ‘neat girl/boys will be boys’ discourse which puts different 

expectations on women and men and contributes to gender differences. 

 However, there are also similarities in how the actions of women and men are made. For 

example, the ‘briskly’ and ‘kindly’ courses of action that female characters take can be compared to the 

‘enthusiastically’ and ‘gently’ which are similar in lexical meaning. Yet, when searching on “Google” for 

the adverb + “man” and “woman”. Based on the search, there are indications that these adverbs are more 

commonly featured to describe the actions of one sex rather than both, and that the usage of those in the 

text excerpts represent a traditional depiction of women and men. For example, ‘briskly’ and ‘kindly’ 

appears to be more common for women while ‘enthusiastically’ and ‘gently’ seem to more frequently 

describe men. Although, the female and male characters in the text excerpts share some features, such as 
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being adjectivally described as being emotional the two sexes are primarily differentiated in the adjectives 

and adverbs used to describe them. As a result, it can be concluded that there are in fact discrepancies in 

how women and men are depicted in these two EFL-textbooks which shows that women and men, and 

ultimately their gender, are constructed differently. According to linguistic relativism and determinism, 

language has some influence on thought. Thus consequently, such representations may reinforce social 

norms of masculinity and femininity. 

4.3 Social roles and occupations of women and men 

Table 5. Social roles and occupations of female and male characters 

 

Female characters Male characters  

Evil nurse, job hunter, mortgage-

holder, motivational author, darling, 

daughter, florist, girl, girlfriend, 

grandmother, hairdresser, hostess, 

lady, magistrate, mother, Mr. 

Nzule’s women, neighbour, rich 

woman, sister, teacher, ‘the four 

women’, waitress, wife, woman, 

worship 

accountant, African-American, boy, 

brother, chef, client, colleague, 

colonizers, complainant, convict, 

constable, corporate lawyer, 

customer, dad, dishwasher, dog, 

doctor, European men, 

experimenter, grandfather, 

government men, homeless, 

interviewer, Jew, juvenile 

delinquent, (Mr.) Justice, lawyer, 

learner, man, offender, officer, old 

man, patriarchal figure, participant, 

politician, presidential candidate, 

prisoner, professor, prosecutor, 

radio show host, renowned  

intellectual, school boy, sergeant, 

son, teacher, thief, Winnie the Pooh, 

writer 

 

As “Table 5” shows, the female and male characters occupy 75 different social roles or occupations. 

However, it is interesting to remark that the female characters only occupy 25 (33,3%) of these which 

indicates that even though an approximately similar amount of women and men occur in the text excerpts, 

there are fewer differences in the roles that they are assigned than that of men who occupy 50 (66,6%) of 

the total social roles and occupations. More interestingly, in the texts that were analysed, the women 

occupied fewer occupations then men. In total, women were described with having 7 occupations (28% 

of social roles and occupations of women). These are ‘evil nurse’, ‘motivational author’, ‘florist’, 

‘hairdresser‘, ‘magistrate’, ‘teacher’ and ‘waitress’. In comparison, men were more frequently described 

with having occupations (40%) such as ‘accountant’, ‘doctor’, ‘lawyer’, ‘dishwasher’, ‘politician’ and 

‘professor’. In other words, men in the textbooks are more often assigned occupations than women.  
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 In addition, there are contrasts in the occupations that the male and female characters have. 

For instance, while men occupy more occupations which are often considered to be high status such as 

doctor, lawyer, politician and professor, women are described as florists, hairdressers and waitresses. 

Thus, male characters are not only described as having more occupations than women, but there are also 

differences in which occupations that they have. Furthermore, the female nurse and magistrate are both 

described as being evil or sinister which could cause interpretations that women who occupy higher status 

occupations are somehow wretched.  

 On the other hand, the male characters are more seldom described with social roles that are 

related to family and friends. In the text excerpts, men are described in family terms such as ‘brother’, 

‘dad’, ‘grandfather’ and ‘son’ which is 8% of the total social roles and occupations of men. In contrast, 

social roles relating to family and friends make up 40% of women’s social roles and occupations. Women 

are described as ‘sister’, ‘mother’, ‘grandmother’ and ‘daughter’ in similarity to how the male characters 

are described. However it was also found that they are additionally assigned social roles that relates to 

marital and relationship status such as ‘wife’, ‘girlfriend’ and ‘lady’. This could indicate that marital and 

relationship status is more important for women than for men as no similar instances where found that 

puts men in such a position. This could potentially be linked to traditional gendered discourses where men 

are expected to work, and women to marry. 

 In conclusion, there is evidence that the occupations and social roles of female and male 

characters are depicted differently, where men have more occupations and social roles. In addition, it can 

be concluded that women are depicted with social roles that relates to marital or relationship status to a 

greater extent than men, who instead are described as having more occupations in general, and specifically 

more often higher status jobs. 

5. CONCLUSION 

According to the Swedish National Agency for Education, teachers, students and other participants in the 

upper secondary school should ‘actively promote equality of individuals and groups’ (Skolverket 

2013:10). However, it can be concluded that there are multiple discrepancies in how women and men in 

WWE and BP are described in terms of adjectives, adverbs, social roles and occupations. Although an 

approximately equal amount of women and men are featured in the textbooks there are differences in how 

the genders are depicted. By describing the appearance, personality traits and social roles differently, the 

textbooks rather reinforce and cements gender roles further instead of describing women and men equally, 

and thus promoting equality. Assuming that language to an extent has some influence on thought as argued 

by linguistic relativists, such depictions may impact students’ perception of gender. In particular, it may 

affect those whose gender identity does not correspond to the women and men in the textbooks, 
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negatively. As a consequence, a consideration of how women and men are depicted in EFL-textbooks 

should be taken by teachers in order to promote equality in the EFL classroom. As a final conclusion, 

although previous studies has indicated that improvements have been made towards more gender equality, 

unequal depictions of women and men still occur today. 

5.1 Discussion 

As previously mentioned, this study has found that there are inequalities in how women and men, and 

consequently gender, are described based on adjectives, adverbs, social roles and occupations. However, 

as Sunderland (2004) notes, unequal depictions of gender may be ‘rescued’ depending on the pedagogics 

of the teacher. In fact, such textbooks may serve well to be implemented as material for critical reading 

and study of gender which could promote critical awareness as well as giving practise for students to study 

linguistic features and phenomena closer. Such critical and metalinguistic practises may not only be 

applied within the EFL-classroom, but can be implemented in other subjects as well.  

 Furthermore, the type of text excerpts that are featured in EFL-textbooks also has to be taken 

into consideration as they may be gender equal to various degrees, and besides, gender is one of multiple 

aspects of social identity. A text that ‘actively promote[s] equality of individuals and groups’ should strive 

to be intersectional, i.e. that they should also take into consideration class, race, ability, sexual orientation, 

religion and other social identity aspects. Thus, writing and editing an EFL-textbook or indeed any 

textbook is, and should be, delicate due to its complexity and their supposed significant exposure to 

students. Yet, it could be relevant to briefly consider whether textbooks should strive to reflect society, or 

aim to make ideological depictions which corresponds to desired values and norms. Ideally, perhaps a 

mixture of texts which contain societal reflections as well as ideological depictions could be implemented. 

In particular, texts that reflect society can as previously mentioned be used with a critical approach and 

thus serve well for educational purposes, however, a misrepresentation where reflections are 

overwhelmingly stereotypical and not ‘rescued’ by teachers or other educators may be harming. On the 

other hand, texts and text excerpts which promotes the ideological norms and values may introduce an 

alternative approach to literature and other material which may depict gender, as well as other social 

identities, as traditional or stereotypical. By including such texts, more students may encounter characters 

that they can relate to which can reduce their affective filter, and consequently make their learning process 

easier.  

 Finally, it is important to emphasise that this study was carried out on two specific textbooks 

and the results can thus not be considered representative for all EFL-textbooks. Still, it shows that 

discrepancies in how women and men still exists in Swedish EFL-textbooks today even if the extent of 
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such discrepancies in EFL-textbooks and other textbooks will have to be studies further, which will be 

discussed in the next section. 

6. METHOD REFLECTION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

To answer the research questions and achieve the aim of this study, a mixed method approach was applied 

for data analysis. As previously mentioned, the implications for implementing such an approach is that 

you can triangulate data, i.e. combine quantitative numbers with in-depth qualitative analysis. The strength 

of a quantitative approach is that observable data is compiled and calculated, prior to being subjected by 

further qualitative analysis which substantiates the result. As a consequence, more reliable results and 

validity can be presented if the analysis is carefully carried out which has been proven in this study. 

Furthermore, by applying the same method on two different materials it is highlighted that this study can 

be replicated, and in addition, this method can be applied on other textbooks and sources in order to 

complement the study.  

 Although tendencies in which adjectives, adverbs, social roles and occupations were used 

to describe gender in the EFL-textbooks were found, this study will have to be complemented in the future 

to include other and or more material. In addition, adjectives, adverbs, social roles and occupations are 

only some of many components which contribute to the construction of gender, and indeed social identity. 

Thus, other components or aspects of social identity such as class, race or sexuality could be studied in 

order to complement the findings of this study. Furthermore, the effect that various gender representations 

have on the students who use EFL-textbooks could be studied in order to further make visible the 

consequences of the tendencies found in BP and WWE. However, as EFL-textbooks and indeed other 

textbooks feature a vast amount of language, there are many linguistic aspects that can be studied. 
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Appendix 1: EFL-textbook corpora 

(Cell with a dash (-) indicate that there is no instance of ‘Sex’, ‘Social role’, ‘Adjectives’ or ‘Adverbs’ 

in that ID-tag) 

 

ID-tag Sex Social role Adjectives Adverbs 

BP 2:9 M Mr. Bingley 
young, handsome, 

agreeable 

wonderfully, 

extremely 

WWE 3:8 M officer young, detailed - 

WWE 3:3 M - young - 

WWE 8:28 M man young - 

BP 5:69-70 M 
Mr Justice 

Morland 
wrong - 

WWE 4:15 M - wrong not 

BP 6:67-68 M 
experimenter, 

participant 
wrong - 

BP 6:43-44 M learner wrong - 

WWE 3:20 M - worse - 

WWE 3:25 M - worried - 

WWE 14:13 M teacher wine-coloured smartly 

WWE 4:25 M - white, shaken, - 

BP 10:30 M 
colonizers, 

Edward Said 

white, familiar, 

enlightened 
- 

BP 11:27-28 M 

(patriarchal 

figure) old 

man 

white - 

BP 11:19-20 M 
patriarchal 

figure 
white, withered - 

BP 10:5 M white man white - 

WWE 9:27 M man well-groomed neatly 

BP 5:65-66 M 
Mr Justice 

Morland 
violent - 

BP 7:61-62 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
vintage - 

WWE 5:20 M - valuable - 

BP 8:7 M - 
upended, 

miserable 
- 

BP 7:3-4 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
unusual - 

WWE 12:28 M client, thief unfair - 

BP 2:28 M Mr. Bingley unable consequently 

WWE 3:18 M - tired, hot - 
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BP 8:21 M a man thin, big - 

BP 8:23 M a man tentative - 

BP 3:26 M Homeless sweaty - 

WWE 13:8 M - sure - 

WWE 11:9 M - strength - 

BP 6:10-11 M 
men, 

experimenter 
stern - 

WWE: 1:26 M chef Sorry - 

WWE 4:35 M - sorry really 

WWE 1:23 M customer sorry - 

BP 1:30 M 
Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 
snooty - 

BP 3:24 M Homeless smooth, straight - 

BP 4:19 M Oliver small - 

WWE 5:28 M - slick - 

WWE 13:27 M - simple, peculiar - 

WWE 13:7 M - silent slowly 

WWE 8:18 M - silent - 

BP 6:63-64 M 
learner, 

teacher 
silent - 

BP 15:9 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
sick, fine enthusiastically 

WWE 14:11 M teacher shining neatly 

WWE 7:11 M boy shaved-headed yet 

WWE 7:1 M boy shaved-headed - 

BP 5:23-24 M 
Winnie the 

Pooh 
sharp - 

BP 4:9 M Oliver self-same - 

BP 1:25 M Mark 
rich, divorced-by-

cruel-wife, tall 
- 

BP 10:26 M 

Edwaird Said 

(renowned 

intellectual) 

renowned, 

Western 
- 

BP 7:53-54 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

WWE 14:24 M teacher proud - 

BP 7:37-38 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
pre-occupied - 

WWE 14:18 M teacher poor - 

BP 6:12-13 M experimenter pioneering - 

BP 8:11 M - physical - 
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BP 11:17-18 M 
patriarchal 

figure 
patriarchal - 

BP 3:28 M Homeless paranoid - 

BP 6:53-54 M 
learner, 

experimenter 
painful - 

WWE 12:16 M lawyer one-armed - 

WWE 1:15 M - old - 

BP 11:23-24 M 

(patriarchal 

figure) old 

man 

old - 

BP 3:14 M Homeless old - 

BP 4:21 M Jew old - 

WWE 15:3 M man old - 

BP 4:2 M Oliver, Jew old no 

BP 2:27 M Mr. Bingley obliged - 

BP 7:5-6 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
oak not, knock 

WWE 12:31 M 
prosecutor, 

thief 
notorious - 

BP 11:15-16 M 
Patrick 

Nudjulu 
nothing - 

WWE 11:6 M - nice - 

BP 8:30 M dad narrow - 

BP 3:2 M Homeless narrow - 

BP 6:21-22 M accountant 
mild-mannered, 

47-year old, 
really 

BP 6:27-28 M 
teacher, 

experimenter 
mild - 

BP 4:22 M Jew 
magnificent, 

sparkling 
- 

BP 4:33 M Jew magnificent - 

BP 3:3 M Homeless lower - 

WWE 11:12 M man 
little old, short 

little 
- 

BP 15:28 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
little - 

BP 4:1 M Oliver sound, long - 

BP 10:25 M Edward Said - - 

BP 3:12 M Homeless last, lonely - 

BP 2:11 M Mr. Bingley large, delightful - 

BP 2:34 M Mr. Bingley large - 

BP 3:16 M Homeless 
isolated, small, 

dowellike 
- 
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BP 4:13 M Jew irresolute - 

WWE 14:35 M 
teacher, 

student 
insecure - 

BP 10:4 M 
Robinson 

Crusoe, 

incomprehensible, 

embarrassingly 

sharp 

- 

BP 7:69-70 M interviewer - - 

BP 7:9-10 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
impressive - 

BP 5:67-68 M 
Mr Justice 

Morland 
impossible definitely 

WWE 4:10 M  hot not, so 

BP 6:41-42 M 
experimenter, 

teacher 
higher - 

BP 4:24 M Jew hideous - 

BP 7:49-50 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
heavy momentarily 

BP 1:31 M 
Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 
- - 

WWE 8:11 M - hard not 

BP 4:7 M Oliver, Jew half-closed thoroughly 

BP 15:1 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
greatest nearly 

BP 3:31 M Homeless great, veteran - 

WWE 8:31 M constable good - 

WWE 11:5 M Mr. Campbell good - 

WWE 14:4 M teacher good - 

WWE 8:35 M 
sergeant, 

constable 
genuine, young - 

BP 7:43-44 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- lavishly 

WWE 1:25 M 
corporate 

lawyer 
full of himself - 

BP 5:7-8 M school boy 
friendly, 

intelligent 
- 

WWE 3:33 M - fresh, - 

BP 10:17 M European men foreign - 

BP 2:12 M Mr. Bingley 
fond of dancing, 

certain 
- 

WWE 7:25 M boy fixed, fanatic - 

BP 4:28 M Jew fine, fine - 

WWE 2:34 M - fat - 

BP 6:5-6 M 
Milgram 

(professor) 

famous, 

controversial 
- 

WWE 14:19 M teacher - - 
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BP 8:31 M dad explosive - 

BP 10:8 M 
Daniel Defoe 

(write) 
- far 

WWE 4:6 M - excited little 

BP 10:15 M European men European - 

BP 4:32 M Jew equal - 

WWE 13:16 M son engaged - 

BP 6:17-18 M men electric - 

WWE 4:1 M President - - 

WWE 4:2 M dad elated - 

WWE 12:1 M - dusty - 

BP 5:9-10 M 
school boy, 

men 
drunk - 

WWE 8:24 M police officer dizzy - 

BP 15:5 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 

desperate, 

emotional 
- 

BP 8:32 M man (dad) deepest - 

BP 15:3 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
deep, unmanning suddenly 

BP 7:25-26 M - daring - 

WWE 3:32 M - crooked, shaven - 

BP 8:26 M a man coughing - 

BP 4:34 M Jew, Oliver - - 

WWE 5:17 M - 
corporate, in big 

business 
- 

BP 10:20 M European men compact - 

WWE 8:32 M - clean - 

BP 3:6 M Homeless chilly - 

BP 10:19 M European men cheaper - 

BP 15:24 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
ceramic - 

WWE 14:14 M teacher careful else 

WWE 1:14 M - busy - 

WWE 11:24 M - bright - 

WWE 11:21 M 
juvenile 

delinquent 
borderline - 

WWE 4:24 M 

African-

American 

man 

black - 

BP 2:23 M Mr. Bingley black - 
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WWE 14:3 M teacher big beater - 

WWE 8:2 M - big - 

WWE 13:3 M dad better - 

WWE 14:9 M teacher bad, young not, so 

WWE 4:3 M - awake - 

WWE 14:10 M teacher athletic - 

WWE 4:8 M - amazing - 

WWE 1:24 M customer 
All right, 

corporate, 
- 

BP 4:16 M Oliver - - 

WWE 13:28 M father alive - 

BP 8:24 M a man blissful deep - 

BP 7:47-48 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
aged 19, sunken - 

BP 6:23-24 M 

accountant 

(professor 

colleague) 

- - 

BP 8:16 M - accurate - 

WWE 14:33 M - - not, so much 

WWE 11:25 M - - not 

WWE 10:2 M - - very still 

WWE 8:12 M - - vigorously 

WWE 5:27 M - - not 

WWE 4:29 M - - not 

WWE 4:7 M - - occasionally 

WWE 1:12 M - - not 

BP 11:25-26 M 

(patriarchal 

figure) old 

man 

- - 

BP 8:22 M a man - - 

BP 9:15 M Ben - partly 

BP 9:14 M Ben - - 

WWE 11:10 M boy - better 

WWE 7:17 M boy - - 

WWE 7:15 M boy - approximately 

WWE 3:27 M boy - - 

WWE 3:11 M boy - - 
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WWE 3:5 M boy - - 

WWE 14:23 M boys, teacher - needlessly 

WWE 5:35 M brother - - 

WWE 5:24 M brother - - 

WWE 5:8 M brother - really 

WWE 5:6 M brother - - 

WWE: 1:31 M chef - - 

WWE 1:28 M chef - - 

WWE 1:22 M chef - - 

WWE: 1:19 M chef - - 

WWE 12:18 M client - - 

WWE 12:29 M client, thief - - 

WWE 12:19 M complainant - - 

WWE 11:20 M 

convinced 

man of 

manslaughter 

- - 

WWE: 1:27 M customer - - 

WWE 13:9 M dad - - 

WWE 13:6 M dad - - 

WWE 5:23 M dad - still 

WWE 6:31 M daddy - - 

WWE 6:30 M daddy - - 

WWE 6:26 M daddy - quick[ly] 

WWE 6:13 M daddy - - 

WWE 6:12 M daddy - - 

WWE 6:8 M daddy - - 

BP 10:7 M 
Daniel Defoe 

(writer) 
- - 

WWE 1:7 M dishwasher - - 

WWE 1:6 M dishwasher - nearly, low 

WWE 1:5 M dishwasher - - 

WWE 1:4 M dishwasher - - 

WWE 3:29 M dog - - 

BP 7:59-60 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 
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BP 7:55-56 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:39-40 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- especially 

BP 7:35-36 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:31-32 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:27-28 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:19-20 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:1-2 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:63-64 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- universally 

BP 7:65-66 M 
Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 
- - 

BP 7:33-34 M 

Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 

(presidential 

candidate) 

- - 

BP 7:67-68 M 

Dr. Roberto 

Canessa, 

interviewer 

- solemnly 

BP 7:57-58 M 

Dr. Roberto 

Canessa, 

presidential 

candidate 

- - 

BP 10:31 M Edward Said - - 

BP 10:21 M European men - - 

BP 10:18 M European men - - 

BP 10:16 M European men - - 

BP 6:65-66 M experimenter - - 

WWE 15:34 M father - - 

WWE 15:28 M father - - 

WWE 15:26 M father - - 

WWE 15:25 M father - - 

WWE 13:34 M father - sure 

WWE 13:33 M father - - 

WWE 13:29 M father - - 

WWE 4:34 M father - - 

WWE 4:31 M father - - 

WWE 4:23 M father - - 

WWE 15:11 M friend - - 
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BP 1:28 M Geoffrey - - 

WWE 11:13 M grandfather - - 

WWE 11:8 M grandfather - - 

BP 3:35 M Homeless - really 

BP 3:34 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:33 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:32 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:29 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:27 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:25 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:23 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:22 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:21 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:20 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:19 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:18 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:17 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:15 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:13 M Homeless - flat 

BP 3:11 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:10 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:9 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:8 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:7 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:5 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:4 M Homeless - - 

BP 3:1 M Homeless - - 

BP 7:51-52 M 

interviewer, 

Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 

- - 

BP 7:45-46 M 

Interviewer, 

Dr. Roberto 

Canessa 

- - 

BP 4:31 M Jew - severally 

BP 4:30 M Jew - - 
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BP 4:29 M Jew - - 

BP 4:27 M Jew - - 

BP 4:26 M Jew - - 

BP 4:25 M Jew - - 

BP 4:23 M Jew - - 

BP 4:20 M Jew - carefully 

BP 4:18 M Jew - - 

BP 4:17 M Jew - gently 

BP 4:14 M Jew - not well 

BP 4:12 M Jew - - 

BP 4:4 M Jew - softly 

BP 4:3 M Jew - - 

BP 4:15 M Jew, Oliver - - 

BP 6:59-60 M learner - - 

BP 6:57-58 M learner - - 

BP 6:55-56 M learner - - 

BP 6:51-52 M learner - - 

BP 6:61-62 M learner - - 

WWE 12:34 M man - slowly, stared 

WWE 9:32 M man - - 

BP 8:34 M man (dad) - suddenly 

BP 8:33 M man (dad) - - 

BP 1:26 M Mark - - 

BP 1:35 M 
Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 
- - 

BP 1:32 M 
Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 
- - 

BP 6:8-9 M men - - 

BP 6:19-20 M men - - 

BP 6:15-16 M men - - 

BP 6:6-7 M 
Milgram 

(professor) 
- - 

BP 6:3-4 M 
Milgram 

(professor) 
- - 

BP 6:1-2 M 
Milgram 

(professor) 
- - 

BP 1:7 M mother, Mark - - 
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BP 5:63-64 M 
Mr Justice 

Morland 
- - 

WWE 11:7 M 
Mr 

Speckledhawk  
- - 

BP 2:35 M Mr. Bingley - - 

BP 2:32 M Mr. Bingley - - 

BP 2:13 M Mr. Bingley - lively 

BP 2:10 M Mr. Bingley - - 

BP 2:18 M 
Mr. Bingley, 

Mr. Bennet 
- - 

BP 2:17 M 
Mr. Bingley, 

Mr. Bennet 
- - 

WWE 11:31 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:29 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:28 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:23 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:19 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:18 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:16 M Mr. Campbell - - 

WWE 11:1 M Mr. Hagel - - 

WWE 12:26 M 
offender, 

prosecutor 
- - 

WWE 3:30 M officer - - 

WWE 3:26 M officer - - 

WWE 3:24 M officer - - 

WWE 3:16 M officer - - 

WWE 3:14 M officer - - 

WWE 15:10 M old man - - 

WWE 15:5 M old man - still 

WWE 15:4 M old man - nicely 

BP 4:11 M Oliver - - 

BP 4:10 M Oliver - mentally, busy 

BP 4:6 M Oliver - - 

BP 4:8 M Oliver, Jew - low 

BP 6:47-48 M participant - - 

BP 6:49-50 M 

participant, 

experimenter, 

learner 

- - 
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BP 11:21-22 M 
patriarchal 

figure 
- nearby 

BP 15:32 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:27 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:26 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:23 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- barely 

BP 15:17 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:15 M  
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:14 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:10 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:8 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

BP 15:4 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- remotely 

BP 15:2 M 
Paul 

(prisoner) 
- - 

WWE 8:22 M police officer - - 

WWE 4:19 M 
radio show 

host 
- - 

BP 10:1 M 
Robinson 

Crusoe, us 
- - 

BP 5:11-12 M school boy - - 

WWE 8:30 M sergeant - - 

WWE 8:29 M sergeant - - 

WWE 8:27 M sergeant - - 

WWE 3:2 M sergeant - - 

WWE 3:1 M sergeant - - 

WWE 3:28 M sergeant, - - 

WWE 3:34 M son - - 

WWE 14:34 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:28 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:27 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:26 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:25 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:22 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:21 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:17 M teacher - heavily 
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WWE 14:15 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:7 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:6 M teacher - - 

BP 6:33-34 M teacher - - 

BP 6:25-26 M teacher - - 

WWE 4:13 M teacher - - 

WWE 14:20 M teacher, boy - - 

BP 6:31-32 M 
teacher, 

experimenter 
- - 

BP 6:29-30 M 

teacher, 

experimenter, 

learner 

- - 

WWE 11:4 M 

The 

Department of 

Indian Affairs 

Man 

- vigorously 

WWE 11:2 M 

The 

Department of 

Indian Affairs 

Man 

- - 

WWE 1:33 M The man - - 

WWE 11:15 M  

the two 

government 

men, 

grandfather 

- - 

WWE 12:32 M thief - easily 

WWE 12:30 M thief - - 

BP 5:25-26 M 
Winnie the 

Pooh 
- - 

BP 5:21-22 M 
Winnie the 

Pooh 
- - 

WWE 7:22 F,M girl, boy shaved-headed rarely 

WWE 9:11 F,M mother, father - - 

BP 2:19 F, M 
ladies 

(daughters) 
young - 

WWE 13:18 F, M - worse - 

WWE 10:8 F, M girl white - 

BP 1:9 F, M mother, Mark terrible 
apparently, 

most 

BP 1:13 F, M 

mother, 

Elaine 

(mother), 

Mark (son) 

super-dooper, 

top-notch, 

divorced 

- 

WWE 10:7 F, M girl streaming wet - 

WWE 7:12 F, M girl, boy strange first 
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WWE 7:13 F, M girl, boy special - 

WWE 12:14 F, M - 
soulful, bashful, 

virgin 
- 

BP 8:29 F, M daughter, dad 
soft, supple, 

caught deep 
- 

WWE 10:21 F, M girl - - 

WWE 7:14 F, M girl, boy slow - 

WWE 7:35 F, M boy 
shaved-headed, 

futile 
- 

WWE 7:30 F, M 
girl, brothers, 

boy 
shaved-headed - 

BP 2:3 F, M 

Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters, 

husband, Mr. 

Bingley 

satisfactory - 

WWE 12:12 F, M magistrate sad, dopey - 

BP 1:29 F, M 

daughter, 

Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 

ridiculous pretty 

BP 1:18 F, M mother, Mark rich - 

BP 2:6 F, M 

Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters, 

husband 

obliged - 

WWE 13:32 F, M boy nice lovely 

BP 1:34 F, M 

Una, 

daughter, 

Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 

nice - 

BP 8:28 F, M 
a man, 

daughter 
low-threshold - 

WWE 9:28 F, M man low-cut - 

WWE 10:6 F, M girl loud, black - 

WWE 10:10 F, M - 
long, thing, 

elegant 
- 

BP 1:14 F, M mother, Mark lonely terribly 

WWE 13:12 F, M  little - 

WWE 9:29 F, M man kind completely 

BP 2:5 F, M 

Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters, 

husband 

ingenious, distant - 

WWE 9:9 F, M Father 
hopeful, old, 

wort[h]less 
- 

WWE 9:26 F, M man hesitant long 

BP 15:19 F, M 

Annie (evil 

nurse), Paul 

(prisoner) 

happy badly 

WWE 10:33 F, M girl green - 

WWE 13:31 F, M father good - 
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WWE 13:30 F, M father fond, sure - 

BP 5:31-32 F, M 

teachers, 

Washington 

columnist, 

students 

few - 

BP 2:8 F, M 
Lady Lucas, 

Sir William 

favourable, 

delighted 
highly 

BP 5:29-30 F, M 
teachers, 

students 
eight-year-olds - 

BP 1:8 F, M mother, Mark divorced apparently 

BP 2:22 F, M 
ladies, Mr. 

Bingley 
blue - 

WWE 7:24 F, M girl, boy 
big, impassive, 

ugly, unsmiling 
- 

WWE 10:27 F, M girl beautiful - 

WWE 10:25 F, M girl beautiful - 

BP 2:4 F, M 

Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters, 

husband 

barefaced - 

BP 13:14 F, M Ashling, man asleep sound 

WWE 10:13 F, M girl angry - 

WWE 7:23 F, M girl, boy alone - 

WWE 13:24 F, M - - simply 

WWE 13:19 F, M - - 
seriously 

bluntly 

WWE 13:14 F, M - - - 

WWE 7:2 F, M - - continuously 

WWE 11:14 F, M (his) daughter, - - 

BP 13:13 F, M Ashling, man - - 

WWE 13:23 F, M dad - - 

WWE 13:1 F, M dad - - 

WWE 6:29 F, M 
daughter, 

daddy 
- - 

BP 1:21 F, M 
daughter, 

Mark 
- - 

BP 1:19 F, M 
daughter, 

Una, Mark 
- - 

WWE 10:35 F, M girl - 
in fact, 

stupidly 

WWE 10:31 F, M girl - - 

WWE 10:30 F, M girl - - 

WWE 10:29 F, M girl - so much 

WWE 10:29 F, M girl - nothing 
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WWE 10:24 F, M girl - - 

WWE 10:23 F, M girl - - 

WWE 10:22 F, M girl - - 

WWE 10:15 F, M girl - - 

WWE 10:9 F, M girl - sure 

WWE 10:4 F, M girl - clear 

WWE 7:20 F, M girl, boy - frequently 

WWE 7:18 F, M girl, boy - - 

WWE 7:16 F, M girl, boy - in silence 

WWE 13:35 F, M honey, father - - 

BP 2:20 F, M 

ladies 

(daughters), 

Mr. Bingley, 

father (Mr. 

Bennet) 

- - 

BP 2:33 F, M 

Lady Lucas, 

Mrs. Bennet, 

Mr. Bingley 

- - 

WWE 12:22 F, M magistrate - - 

WWE 12:6 F, M magistrate - - 

BP 1:12 F, M 

mother, 

darling 

(daughter), 

Mark (son) 

- - 

BP 1:17 F, M 

mother, 

daughter, 

Mark 

- - 

BP 1:5 F, M 

mother, 

daughter, 

Mark 

- - 

WWE 9:10 F, M mother, father - - 

BP 1:6 F, M 

mother, 

Malcolm, 

Elaine, Mark 

- - 

BP 1:11 F, M mother, Mark - - 

WWE 15:15 F, M 
mother, old 

man 
- - 

BP 2:31 F, M 
Mrs. Bennet, 

Mr. Bingley 
- - 

BP 2:30 F, M 
Mrs. Bennet, 

Mr. Bingley 
- - 

WWE 15:18 F, M 
old man, 

mother 
- - 

BP 15:6 F, M 

Paul 

(prisoner), 

father, mother 

- - 
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BP 15:13 F, M 

Paul 

(prisoner), 

mother 

- madly 

BP 15:12 F, M 

Paul 

(prisoner), 

mother 

- - 

BP 1:33 F, M 

Una 

(Hostess), 

Mark (Mr. 

Darcy) 

- - 

WWE 6:19 F, M 
woman,  

daddy 
- - 

WWE 6:28 F, M 
woman, 

daddy 
- - 

WWE 6:27 F, M 
woman, 

daddy 
- - 

WWE 6:24 F, M 
woman, 

daddy 
- - 

BP 2:15 F, F, M 

Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters,  

husband 

- - 

WWE 7:5 F girl young - 

WWE 6:16 F woman wrong - 

BP 13:32 F Ashling wild-west actually 

BP 12:5 F hairdressers white - 

WWE 15:12 F mother vengeful - 

WWE 12:10 F magistrate unsettling - 

WWE 7:7 F girl 
unknowing, 

unconscious 
- 

BP 13:27 F 

Ashling 

(mortgage 

holder) 

thirty-one-year-

old 
- 

BP 12:34 F Irie thick white - 

BP 9:32 F 
mother, 

daughter 
tender - 

WWE 10:18 F girl tart, hoarse indeed 

BP 14:32 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
tangled - 

BP 9:6 F 
daughter, 

mother 
swollen - 

BP 12:29 F Andrea swivelling - 

WWE 9:22 F - 
surprised, 

upcoming 
- 

BP 2:2 F 
Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters 
sufficient - 

BP 9:29 F mother stupid - 

BP 12:3 F hairdressers straight, straight - 

BP 12:17 F 
the four 

women 
straight better 
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WWE 15:17 F mother smug - 

BP 12:19 F rich women smaller - 

BP 14:29 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
small, heavy - 

BP 13:2 F Ashling slight 
roughly, 

halfway 

BP 13:31 F Ashling runaway - 

BP 12:18 F rich women rich, posh - 

BP 13:10 F Ashling red - 

BP 5:13-14 F school girl 
quiet, 

imaginative, little 
- 

BP 12:14 F 
the four 

women 
proud occasionally 

WWE 9:17 F grandmother poor - 

WWE 10:34 F girl perfect, unreal so 

BP 13:5 F Ashling muted - 

BP 5:43-44 F teacher major - 

BP 13:9 F Ashling lucky, red regretfully 

BP 13:8 F Ashling lucky, lucky - 

BP 12:27 F 
hairdressers, 

Irie 
lucky - 

BP 12:11 F 
the four 

women 

long, dirty, 

straighter 
intently 

BP 9:34 F mother little - 

WWE 13:10 F - little surprised - 

BP 13:26 F Ashling juvenile embarrassingly 

BP 1:10 F mother, wife Japanese, cruel - 

BP 12:35 F Irie initial, terrific - 

BP 14:30 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
hot - 

BP 9:11 F daughter hard, little - 

BP 9:7 F 
mother, 

daughter 

hard, fixed, 

chitinous, real 
- 

WWE 9:19 F grandmother 
half-naked, 

proper 
- 

BP 12:28 F Andrea green - 

WWE 10:26 F girl gorgeous - 

BP 13:12 F Ashling good - 

BP 13:3 F Ashling good - 

BP 15:7 F 
mother, Mrs 

Kaspbrak 
gone - 
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(from across 

the street) 

BP 12:25 F hairdressers 
genetic, 

philosophic 
- 

WWE 12:11 F woman forty-something - 

BP 2:21 F ladies fortunate - 

BP 13:6 F Ashling flighty, drab - 

WWE 15:6 F mother fed up so 

BP 13:30 F Ashling feasible remotely 

WWE 9:6 F - favourite - 

BP 9:5 F daughter fallen oddly 

BP 1:23 F daughter entire - 

WWE 10:14 F - 
distorted, red-

eyed, lovely 
- 

WWE 13:25 F - disposed kindly 

BP 2:29 F Mrs. Bennet disconcerted - 

BP 13:23 F 
Ashling, Mrs 

O’Sullivan 
devastated - 

BP 12:30 F Andrea dead - 

BP 12:24 F hairdressers curved, African full well 

WWE 13:20 F - cosmopolitan immediately 

WWE 9:3 F - closefitting - 

BP 9:2 F daughter cast-off - 

BP 13:22 F Ashling brave, devastated - 

BP 12:13 F 
the four 

women 
black (hair) - 

BP 13:7 F Ashling 

beloved, black-

and-white, pony-

skin 

- 

BP 12:31 F Andrea beautiful - 

WWE 6:15 F woman beautiful - 

BP 9:4 F 
daughter, 

mother 
awkward suddenly 

BP 9:3 F daughter - - 

WWE 12:5 F magistrate awake - 

WWE 2:3 F mother angry - 

BP 1:1 F - 
all right, mean, 

mean 
- 

BP 13:33 F Ashling - - 

BP 9:35 F 
mother, 

daughter 
- - 
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WWE 15:9 F - - - 

WWE 15:8 F - - deliberately 

WWE 13:22 F - - - 

WWE 13:11 F - - - 

WWE 13:5 F - - yet 

WWE 9:2 F - - - 

WWE 7:4 F - - - 

WWE 7:3 F - - consciously 

BP 12:33 F Andrea, Irie - - 

BP 15:22 F 
Annie (evil 

nurse) 
- - 

BP 15:18 F 
Annie (evil 

nurse) 
- - 

BP 13:35 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:34 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:28 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:25 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:24 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:20 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:19 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:18 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:16 F Ashling - briskly 

BP 13:11 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:4 F Ashling - - 

BP 13:1 F Ashling - eventually 

BP 13:29 F 
Ashling (job 

hunter) 
- - 

BP 13:17 F 

Ashling, 

Louise L. Hay 

(motivational 

author) 

- - 

BP 1:4 F 
darling, 

daughter 
- - 

BP 9:26 F daughter - - 

BP 9:24 F daughter - - 

BP 9:20 F daughter - - 

BP 9:19 F daughter - - 

BP 9:17 F daughter - - 
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BP 9:12 F daughter - - 

BP 1:24 F daughter - - 

BP 1:20 F daughter - - 

BP 9:21 F 
daughter, 

mother 
- - 

BP 1:16 F 
daughter, 

mother 
- - 

WWE 6:32 F 
daughter, 

woman, sister 
- - 

BP 14:16 F florist - - 

BP 14:14 F florist - - 

BP 14:13 F florist - - 

WWE 7:34 F girl - - 

WWE 7:33 F girl - - 

WWE 7:31 F girl - - 

WWE 7:21 F girl - dreamily 

WWE 7:19 F girl - - 

WWE 7:8 F girl - continuously 

WWE 7:6 F girl - 
shyly, 

purposefully 

WWE 7:29 F girl, mother - - 

WWE 7:32 F girlfriend - - 

WWE: 1:30 F girlfriend - - 

BP 5:15-16 F girls - - 

WWE 9:18 F grandmother - flatly 

WWE 9:16 F grandmother - - 

BP 12:26 F hairdressers - - 

BP 12:6 F hairdressers - - 

BP 12:4 F hairdressers - - 

WWE 12:21 F magistrate - - 

WWE 9:4 F mamma - - 

BP 14:35 F 
 Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 

BP 14:34 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- carefully 

BP 14:33 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 

BP 14:31 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 
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BP 14:28 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 

BP 14:27 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 

BP 14:25 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 

BP 14:23 F 
Miss Crespo 

(florist) 
- - 

WWE 15:33 F mother - - 

WWE 15:16 F mother - - 

WWE 15:14 F mother - - 

WWE 15:13 F mother - - 

WWE 15:7 F mother - - 

BP 9:27 F mother - - 

BP 9:23 F mother - - 

BP 9:16 F mother - - 

BP 9:9 F mother - - 

WWE 9:8 F mother - - 

BP 9:8 F mother - - 

WWE 2:5 F mother - - 

WWE 2:4 F mother - - 

BP 1:3 F mother - - 

BP 9:33 F 
mother, 

daughter 
- perfectly 

BP 9:10 F 
mother, 

daughter 
- closely 

BP 9:1 F 
mother, 

daughter 
- - 

WWE 2:6 F 
Mr Nzule’s 

women 
- - 

BP 2:25 F Mrs. Bennet - - 

BP 2:1 F Mrs. Bennet - - 

BP 2:16 F 
Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters 
- equally well 

BP 2:14 F 
Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters 
- happily 

BP 2:7 F 

Mrs. Bennet, 

daughters, 

Lady Lucas 

- - 

WWE 5:26 F mum - - 

WWE 6:33 F sister - - 

WWE 6:2 F sister - - 
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WWE 6:23 F sister, woman - still 

BP 5:45-46 F teacher - usually 

BP 5:41-42 F teacher - - 

BP 12:16 F 
the four 

women 
- - 

BP 12:15 F 
the four 

women 
- - 

BP 12:12 F 
the four 

women, Irie 
- nervously 

BP 12:10 F 
the four 

women, Irie 
- - 

BP 1:22 F Una (Hostess) - literally 

WWE: 1:20 F waitress - - 

WWE: 1:17 F waitress - - 

WWE 9:30 F woman - - 

WWE 6:25 F woman - - 

WWE 6:34 F 
woman, 

daughter 
- - 

WWE 6:14 F woman, sister - - 

WWE 12:15 F worship - - 

WWE 1:9 - dishwasher wrong - 

WWE 11:27 - - withered little - 

WWE 4:32 - - windblown - 

BP 11:53-54 - - white (people) - 

WWE 15:31 - - whispered - 

BP 11:67-68 - - wet, rife especially 

BP 11:65-66 - - well-tended - 

BP 5:49-50 - - violent - 

WWE 8:16 - - uttering - 

BP 5:37-38 - - unspeakable - 

WWE 13:17 - - unhappy most 

WWE 13:15 - - unhappy so 

BP 11:61-62 - - unfinished largely 

BP 14:19 - - two-acre wooded - 

BP 14:21 - - triangular  - 

BP 5:53-54 - - traditional - 
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BP 11:45-46 - - 
towering, vast, 

wild 
- 

WWE 12:4 - - tight-fisted - 

BP 15:35 - - tight - 

WWE 8:9 - - tarnished green - 

BP 8:6 - - tapered - 

BP 10:3 - we, natives superior - 

WWE 10:3 - - strange - 

BP 12:1 - - straight - 

BP 11:1-2 - - sprawling - 

WWE 6:35 - - sorry awful[ly] 

WWE 6:11 - - smiles - 

BP 15:33 - - small  

WWE 9:25 - - small - 

BP 6:37-38 - - 
slight, strong, 

severe 
- 

BP 8:27 - - single, mocking poorly 

BP 10:35 - - simple - 

WWE 8:23 - - sick - 

WWE 6:9 - - sick - 

WWE 5:19 - - short, - 

BP 14:26 - - shaded - 

BP 5:39-40 - - secure, protected - 

BP 14:5 - - Schwinn (bicycle) - 

WWE 12:24 - - 
scarred, pathetic, 

ugly 
- 

BP 5:51-52 - - 
sane, 

unconcerned 
- 

BP 14:1 - - safe - 

BP 7:41-42 - - sad, nostalgic - 

BP 5:33-34 - 
kids 

(students) 

real, fortunate, 

stable, low-crime 
- 

BP 11:41-42 - - rainy - 

BP 12:23 - - quick, quiet - 

BP 12:22 - - quick - 

BP 11:3-4 - 
stranger, 

children 
quick - 
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BP 12:8 - - puke-green - 

BP 12:32 - hairdressers poor - 

WWE 5:12 - - polished - 

BP 14:9 - - ordinary - 

BP 10:11 - - old - 

WWE 4:21 - - noticeable hardly 

BP 8:9 - - nothing, smallest - 

WWE 2:31 - - 
naked, skinned, 

dead, 
- 

WWE 7:9 - - 
mysterious, 

mysterious 
- 

BP 15:29 - - little, tight, little - 

BP 15:31 - - little - 

WWE 14:5 - - limber - 

BP 14:4 - - 
like cabbages on 

squares, quiet 
occasionally 

WWE 15:23 - - - much 

WWE 15:27 - - kind of curiously 

BP 5:61-62 - - intense - 

BP 11:33-34 - - indigenous - 

BP 11:7-8 - children indigenous - 

BP 11:39-40 - missionaries indigenous - 

WWE 9:20 - - incessant - 

BP 10:14 - - immigrating - 

BP 7:29-30 - - highest - 

BP 7:21-22 - - harrowing - 

WWE 8:1 - - hard - 

WWE 1:8 - dishwasher good - 

WWE 15:1 - - good - 

WWE 8:33 - - good - 

BP 5:35-36 - 
kids 

(students) 
gang-infested - 

BP 11:9-10 - - former, Catholic - 

WWE 6:3 - - favourite - 

WWE 11:32 - - expressed - 

BP 7:11-12 - - expensive - 
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BP 11:37-38 - - ethnic - 

BP 5:19-20 - student - innocently 

BP 11:11-12 - - endangered - 

BP 14:2 - - 
East Coast, 

instant 
- 

WWE 8:15 - - dried sure 

BP 12:7 - patients 

desperate, 

wretched, 

sceptical 

- 

BP 10:29 - 
Eastern 

people 

dark, exotic, 

strange 
- 

BP 10:22 - - complete - 

BP 5:1-2 - 

teachers of 

privileged 

children 

comfortable, 

American 
- 

WWE 5:32 - - coloured nearly, brightly 

BP 10:13 - - colonial formerly 

WWE 5:9 - - - - 

BP 8:5 - - cheap, wet - 

BP 8:35 - - burnt-orange - 

BP 11:5-6 - children broken curiously 

BP 14:3 - - brick, two-car - 

BP 5:59-60 - - bloody - 

WWE 8:3 - - 
blistered, 

dampened 
- 

WWE 12:35 - - black-robed - 

WWE 9:23 - - big, nice unrealistically 

BP 11:47-48 - - beautiful - 

BP 7:15-16 - - battered - 

BP 8:3 - - astonished - 

WWE 4:28 - - all right - 

BP 8:13 - - alive - 

WWE 11:33 - - absent, young indeed 

BP 15:34 - - - frantically 

WWE 11:26 - - - still 

BP 10:34 - - - easily 

WWE 10:5 -  - to and fro 

WWE 9:35 - - - still 
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WWE 9:33 - - - confident 

WWE 9:24 - - - instead 

WWE 9:15 - - - loud enough 

BP 8:25 - - - softly 

BP 8:2 - - - fitfully 

BP 5:57-58 - - - proudly 

WWE 5:15 - - - half 

WWE 5:11 - - - 
naturally, 

mainly 

WWE 4:33 - - - hardly 

WWE 2:27 - - - suddenly 

WWE 2:21 - - - slowly 

WWE 2:19 - - - maybe 

WWE 2:12 - - - noisily 

WWE 2:8 - - - - 

WWE 2:2 - - - slowly 

WWE 1:34 - - - properly 

WWE: 1:18 - - - - 

BP 1:15 - - - actually 

WWE 2:17 - busdrivers - - 

WWE 4:14 - colleagues - - 

WWE 1:10 - dishwasher - - 

WWE 1:3 - dishwasher - maybe 

WWE 1:2 - dishwasher - - 

WWE 9:14 - mamma - firmly 

WWE 12:8 - prosecutor - - 

BP 5:17-18 - 
stranger, 

student 
- - 

BP 5:5-6 - 

teachers of 

privileged 

children 

- - 

BP 5:3-4 - 

teachers of 

privileged 

children 

- - 

BP 5:3-4 - 

teachers of 

privileged 

children 

- - 

BP 10:2 - we - - 
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BP 11:55-56 - white people - - 

 


